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CURRICULUM AND CULTURE

The National Curriculum states that we should 'Introduce pupils to the 
best that has been thought and said.' Ofsted echo this and ask that schools 
develop their pupil's 'cultural capital’. Both these calls suggest we should 
look at 'culture', what it means and how curriculum design has an essential 
role in helping our children relate to the world. If only culture could be 
summed up on a few knowledge organisers, quizzed regularly, and lead 
inevitably to high grades, teaching a high quality curriculum would be 
child's play. This talk will look at some areas of tension between the 
delivery of high grades as opposed to a curriculum designed with the 
pursuit of wisdom in mind. By asking whether the new Ofsted framework 
can enable schools to deliver great learning rather than just great data, this 
talk will look at why our definition of 'culture' can make a big difference to 
how we design our curriculum.



WHAT IS CULTURE?



SOCIAL MOBILITY
POWERFUL KNOWLEDGE 
CULTURAL CAPITAL
CULTURAL LITERACY 
HIGH CULTURE 
LOW CULTURE 
POPULAR CULTURE 
CULTURE VULTURE 
CULTURED 
UNCULTURED

Culture



CULTURE:

Inspectors will consider the 
extent to which schools are 
equipping pupils with the 
knowledge and cultural capital 
that they need to succeed in life. 

We have said that cultural capital 
is the essential knowledge that 
children need to be educated 
citizens. 



CULTURE:

Ofsted’s understanding of this 
knowledge and cultural capital 
matches that found in the aims of 
the National Curriculum.



NATIONAL CURRICULUM:

The national curriculum provides 
pupils with an introduction to the 
essential knowledge that they 
need to be educated citizens. 

It introduces pupils to the best 
that has been thought and said; 
and helps engender an 
appreciation of human creativity 
and achievement.



THE BEST:

Culture, the acquainting 
ourselves with the best that 
has been known and said in 
the world, and thus with the 
history of the human spirit.

Culture is the endeavour to 
know the best and to make 
this knowledge prevail for 
the good of all humankind





How do you know 
culture? 

How do you teach 
culture?



Where is The Mind?



In here?



Potentially Reductive…

Brain-Based 
Learning
Knowledge, Memory, Input-Output…
(Rosenshine…?)

Programming/Instruction/Measured 
Outcomes…



MACHINES.

Computers are by far the best 
metaphor for lots of things... we 
are robot survival machines…





COMPUTERS 
MADE OF MEAT
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Input

Output

Working Memory

Long-term Memory
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Input - Output







THE MYTHS WE LIVE BY.

This machine imagery has been 
so useful... that many people no 
longer think of it as a metaphor 
but as a scientific fact. 



Measurable 
Knowing

• Quantitive 

• Objective



HOMO DEUS: 
YUVAL NOAH HARARI

• When schools began assessing 
people according to precise 
marks, the lives of millions of 
students and teachers 
changed dramatically…  

• …the skills required to get 
high marks in an exam are not 
the same as a true 
understanding of literature etc. 
But when forced to choose 
between the two, most schools 
go for the marks.
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What’s included in your curriculum?



TEACHING TO ‘UNDERSTAND’ MEANS 
BRINGING THE HUMAN BACK IN…



Where is The Mind?



In here?



RAYMOND TALLIS 
PHILOSOPHER, POET, NOVELIST, CULTURAL CRITIC, PHYSICIAN AND CLINICAL SCIENTIST

• We can comprehend how 
the light comes into the 
brain, but not how the 
gaze looks out of it.
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Intentionality



RAYMOND TALLIS 
PHILOSOPHER, POET, NOVELIST, CULTURAL CRITIC, PHYSICIAN AND CLINICAL SCIENTIST

• Intentionality cannot be 
reduced to… input-
output… it lies at the root 
of the knowledge 
relationship.
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Our knowledge of the world, 
as embodied creatures, is  

necessarily subjective rather 
than objective.  

Jeremy Lent. The Patterning Instinct.







CARLO ROVELLI:  THE ORDER OF TIME

Science aspires to objectivity… 
but we need to be wary about 
what we lose by ignoring the 
point of view from which we do 
the observing… 

Every glance that we cast towards 
the world is made from a 
particular perspective. 











DAVID CHALMERS
PHILOSOPHER AND COGNITIVE SCIENTIST

The hard problem of 
consciousness is the problem of 
experience. 

Humans beings have subjective 
experience: there is something it 
is like to be them. 



KNOWLEDGE + EXPERIENCE



KEVIN MITCHELL  

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF GENETICS AND NEUROSCIENCE, TRINITY COLLEGE 
DUBLIN

• Even when two people are 
exposed to what looks 
objectively like the same 
environment or circumstances, 
their subjective experiences 
may be highly different.  

• And it is the subjective 
experience that determines 
whether we learn from 
something and how it shapes 
our future behaviour. 



LEARNING:
QUALITY MATTERS 

THE SUBJECTIVE - 
HOW TO JUDGE THE 
BEST?







TASTE
what is good?











CAN WE TEACH ‘THE BEST’?





THE BEST:

[Culture is the] pursuit of 
our total perfection by 
means of getting to know…
the best which has been 
thought and said in the 
world.

The pursuit of perfection…  
is the pursuit of sweetness 
and light.





THE CRISIS IN CULTURE:

• The very word "culture" 
became suspect precisely 
because it indicated that 
"pursuit of perfection”, 
which to Matthew Arnold 
was identical with the 
"pursuit of sweetness and 
light." 





THE CRISIS IN 
CULTURE:
Culture has acquired 
snob-value, where it 
has become a matter 
of status to be 
educated enough to 
appreciate culture…









Difficult  to Measure 
Knowing

• Qualitative 

• Subjective



Quantities to Qualities
Why does quality of knowledge matter? Because it forms 

our very mind - embodied and situated in the wider 
community of minds in which we find ourselves.



QUALITY 
CONTROL
HOW DO YOU 
KNOW IF IT’S ANY 
GOOD?











When is it good? 
When is it finished?



What is the best?   

This can only be answered in the subjective realm, for it is the 
judgement of humankind that establishes what the best might be at 
any one time.  

Therefore,  

we do not teach the best that has been thought and 
said; rather, we teach pupils how to make up their 
own minds, in an informed way, in order to make an 
educated judgement about what the best might be.             



KNOWLEDGE + EXPERIENCE + 
JUDGEMENT…
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SIMON 
CRITCHLEY:
• Human being is being-in-the-

world… I am not an… ego 
facing a world of objects…  

• Rather… the world is part 
and parcel of my being, of 
the fabric of my existence.



WHERE IS CULTURE?



SIMON 
CRITCHLEY:
• For Heidegger… The 

world is part of who 
[we are].



EDWARD B. 
TYLOR:
• Culture: that complex 

whole which includes 
knowledge, belief, arts, 
morals, law, customs, and 
any other capabilities and 
habits acquired by man as 
a member of society.



Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie:
❖ Culture functions ultimately to 

ensure the preservation and 
continuity of a people. 

❖ In my family, I am the child who is 
most interested in the story of who 
we are, in ancestral lands, in our 
tradition... 

❖ But I cannot participate, because 
Igbo culture privileges men... 

❖ If it is true that the full humanity of 
women is not our culture, then we 
can and must make it our culture.



Unity in diversity through the “capacity for shared intentionality… 
which represents the ability of human individuals to come together 

interdependently to act as a single agent… maintaining their 
individuality throughout, and coordinating the process with new 

forms of cooperative communication.” 

Michael Tomasello. Becoming Human 



KNOWLEDGE 
EXPERIENCE 
JUDGEMENT

=Wisdom



Athena



Where is The Mind?



Prof. ANDY CLARK

• The scientific study of 
mind… demands 
interdisciplinary effort…
incorporating bodily, 
cultural, and 
environmental 
scaffolding. 
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The Mind



COMMUNITY OF MINDS
Encultured



Negative Capability, that is when a man is capable of being in 
uncertainties, Mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after 

fact & reason 



The Pursuit of Wisdom



Knowledge.



Knowledge comes to us imbued by our way of knowing it. 



Experience



AND WHEN GREAT SOULS DIE,
AFTER A PERIOD PEACE BLOOMS,
SLOWLY AND ALWAYS
IRREGULARLY. SPACES FILL
WITH A KIND OF
SOOTHING ELECTRIC VIBRATION.
OUR SENSES, RESTORED, NEVER
TO BE THE SAME, WHISPER TO US.
THEY EXISTED. THEY EXISTED.
WE CAN BE. 
BE AND BE BETTER. 
FOR THEY EXISTED. 

When Great Trees Fall



Knowledge-Rich Curriculum:

• When we absorb great literature, we 
come face to face with ideas, 
experiences, and emotions that we 
might never otherwise encounter in our 
lifetime.  

• When we read history, we encounter 
people from a different age and learn 
from their triumphs and traps.  

• When we study physics and biology, we 
comprehend the mysteries of the 
universe and human life.  

• And when we listen to great music, we 
are moved in ways that reason cannot 
comprehend. 

• FAREED ZAKARIA: IN DEFENSE OF A LIBERAL EDUCATION…
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Judgement



Don’t ask for their opinions



Educated “Enlightened” opinions only…







DECISIONS AND JUDGEMENT

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I

—I took the one less traveled by,

And that has made all the 
difference.



AN OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP 
QUALITATIVE JUDGEMENTS
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STEPHEN PINKER

An analytical mindset is inculcated 
by formal schooling, even if a 
teacher never singles it out in a 
lesson, as long as the curriculum 
requires understanding and 
reasoning rather than rote 
memorisation…



Delacroix



Emin





PERSPECTIVISM:

❖ There is only a perspectival 
seeing, only a perspectival 
‘knowing’; and … the more 
eyes, different eyes, we know 
how to bring to bear on one and 
the same matter, that much 
more complete will our 
‘concept’ of this matter, our 
‘objectivity’ be.



PURPOSE…
an education in imagination, an initiation into the… “conversation of mankind”















Environment - the world discloses itself to us

We know more than we can tell…



Input

Intentionality

Subjective -  
‘personal knowledge’

Freedom Pursuit of wisdom
Constrained by genes,  
situated, embodied…  

Dasein

We know more than we can tell…

mood

Experience

Knowledge 

the things  
themselves

Judgement
Perspective

Culture

Consciousness and Free Will

What shapes us and what we attend to…



WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR 
CURRICULUM DESIGN?



KNOWLEDGE 
JUDGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE

the subjective:



INTERLEAVING

IF I HAVE SEVERAL THINGS 
TO LEARN PERFORMANCE IS 
ENHANCED IN THE LONG 
TERM THROUGH 
INTERLEAVED PRACTICE. 

BETTER FOR THE ABILITY TO 
TRANSFER LEARNING TOO. 

STUDENTS ABLE TO 
DISCRIMINATE BETTER. 
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INDUCTIVE LEARNING

• We organise the world into 
units of information. When we 
see a dog, we are able to 
recognise it as a dog.  

• Forms of inductive learning 
include differentiating a Monet 
painting from a Picasso 
painting, or a cancerous cell 
mass from a benign one. The 
way to optimise this type of 
learning is… to study them 
intermixed with examples of 
other to-be-learned categories.
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INTERLEAVING

• … juxtaposition, which 
allows for discrimination 
processes, is more critical 
to inductive learning than 
simple temporal 
spacing… noticing 
commonalities and 
differences.
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Developing judgement, taste, opinions, ideas… developing a palate, 
a way into the conversations. Expanding and adding to experience/s, 

learning rich webs of knowledge.





Grammar

❖ You start with knowledge, 
rules and precepts.



Dialectic

❖ You then, practice, experiment, 
explore the logic; develop your 
knowledge by seeing how 
people and works differ, argue, 
influence, collaborate, 
throughout time. And develop 
your aesthetic awareness, 
views, opinions…



Rhetoric

❖ You then learn to express your 
ideas in a variety of ways. And 
‘reach out to the world with an 
open hand.’



Howard Gardner

❖ Mastering disciplines, learning 
to communicate effectively, 
engaging civilly in discussion 
and argument – these have and 
should remain at the forefront 
of an education



CULTURAL MOBILITY
INSTEAD OF DEALING WITH PUPILS AS MERE MEMORY MACHINES WE 
NEED TO ENGAGE THEIR CRITICAL AND EMOTIONAL FACULTIES TO 
ENCOURAGE FREEDOM OF THOUGHT



CULTURAL MOBILITY

• accepts there are many ways of being in the world.  

• As these worlds open up to me so my mind opens 
up to them, these worlds disclose themselves to 
me and I traverse within them either openly or 
closed to them.  

• Education should help me be open to them, and 
to more ways of understanding the world without 
inexorably alienating me from my home. 



We need to have a:

Joined-up Curriculum

What do we want our pupils to learn?
How best to organise this?
What do they need to practice?
What are the arguments and debates they need to know?
What are the controversies?
What are the areas of doubt and uncertainty?
How best to communicate their understanding?
How to introduce them to the conversations?
How to be curious about the pursuit of wisdom?





CONTACT:
@Trivium21c 
0789 064 7769  martinrobborobinson@gmail.com  
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